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Vyšetřovatelé JAG amerického námořnictva ve čtvrtek zatkli

bývalého komisaře Food & Drug Administration Stephena Hahna za

to, že se dopustil vlastizrádných činů proti národu a jeho lidu, když

sloužil pod prezidentem Donaldem J. Trumpem po celou dobu

koronavirové plandemie, uvedly zdroje JAG pro Real Raw News.
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Zdroj JAG obeznámený s operací řekl Real Raw News, že Hahn,

kterého Trump jmenoval v zapečetěné obžalobě před odchodem z

Washingtonu v roce 2021, masivně profitoval z podpory a

prosazování experimentálních vakcín, které zabily stovky tisíc

občanů. Společnost JAG tvrdí, že výrobce vakcín Moderna (a možná i

další) nabídl Hahnovi lukrativní množství peněz výměnou za

zkreslení bezpečnosti a účinnosti vakcíny.

Vyšetřovatelé se na Hahna (62) vrhli, když opustil tělocvičnu poblíž

svého domova v Silver Springs v Marylandu. Údajně mu ukázali

vojenský zatykač, spoutali ho a hodili na zadní sedadlo civilního SUV.

"Měl jsem mít imunitu," zakokrhal Hahn.

JAG uvedl, že Hahn byl součástí širokého spiknutí, jehož cílem bylo

oklamat prezidenta Trumpa, aby věřil, že vakcíny Covid jsou

neškodné, což ho přimělo zahájit operaci Warp Speed, program,

kterým FDA uvolnil – nebo zrušil – protokoly pro podávání vakcín.

18. prosince 2020 Hahn osobně udělil povolení k nouzovému použití

pro záběr Moderny. JAG řekl, že Hahn pokročil s EUA, přestože má

konkrétní důkaz, že vakcína zabila nebo vážně onemocněla účastníky

studií fáze I a fáze II, z nichž někteří zemřeli náhle po jediném

očkování.

Hahn, řekl náš zdroj, měl neomezený přístup k databázi Moderny,

která ukázala, že 45 z 600 účastníků fáze II (7,5 %) vyvinulo

abnormální krevní sraženiny do 14 dnů po očkování. Dvacet jedna z

nich mělo smrtelné infarkty. Tyto důkazy naznačují, že nejméně 3,25

% očkovaných lidí zemřelo – což je v příkrém rozporu s tvrzením

CDC, že pouze 0,002242857142857143 % očkovaných osob dostane

myokarditidu nebo jiné závažné vedlejší účinky.

Náš zdroj uvedl, že Hahnovou motivací k účasti na spiknutí byly

peníze: Tři týdny před udělením EUA dostal výplatu Moderna ve výši

2,7 milionu $ a další 2,2 milionu $ měsíc poté, co se do náruče naivní

veřejnosti dostaly sraženiny.
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"Máme důkaz a bude oznámen u jeho vojenského soudu," řekl náš

zdroj. „Chceme zavřít dveře před zločinci Covid, ale je to dlouhý

seznam. Jde mnohem hlouběji než jen Fauci, Birx, Collins a Hahn.

Kvůli nim zemřely statisíce, ne-li miliony Američanů – nebyli

nemocní Covidem, ale byli zabiti vakcínou. Všichni musí čelit

spravedlnosti."

(Navštíveno 45 914krát, dnes 45 914 návštěv)

 

I’d sure like to know where all their money is going after all these

creeps die.

Most likely their Estates are confiscated,

 
Liquidation.. Actioned off ,…and the money sent to pay the victims of

The crime

Get off this site you despicable grifter!!! This site is for true patriots.

you are grubbing for self-gain when real live bleeding and dying

soldiers are defending you.

 
Have you thought about hell and the eternal flaming torture you will

endure? You show no shame or repentance for your greedy averis.

please stop taking advantage of innocent American Patriots!

Are you waiting for a fortune as a relative of some of these creeps or

did you misunderstood Wildcat? Confiscation for wictims who lost

their health, not for all public, Wildcat wrote.

My guess is that most of the confiscated money will go into the

general federal fund where we know the politicians will use it wisely,

like giving themselves another 27% pay raise.

That f’n clot shot killed my mother…. They ain’t gonna pay anyone

anything…. guarantee it.
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It should go to the families that lost a son or daughter, a mom or dad

because of this piece of s&#^%!

Should go to the survivors FIRST who are suffering from medical

conditions caused by the vaccines.

These people have been killing our family members for generations

stealing and raping the earth of assets leaving people starving and

with nothing. All the assets are coming back to the people of the

world, because we have all suffered at the hands of these evil people

in some way. They killed my mom, all the millitary warriors who

have been sacrificed for their greed were people’s dad’s, mom’s

uncle’s aunt’s. Everyone in the world has suffered because of these

wicked people. All this pharmaceutical poison has killed our loved

one’s, all the misery, and needless suffering. They feed off suffering,

that’s off the suffering of animal’s too.everything that they have is the

world’s stuff .I’m happy that justice is finally being served.

I’m so very sorry for the loss of your mother, Donna. Love & Hugs

from Palm Springs, Commiefornia.

Sending love to you as well Elisa~ we are standing for truth & justice

regardless of our surroundings~ from another patriot in Sin City,

Lairizona

Absolutely! Let his family go bankrupt and tell him that right before

the rope!! When are they going to go after ALLLL those medical

doctors/workers who were pushing the shots?

In December 2017, Trump published an Executive Order declaring

that all property belonging to people who are convicted of treason,

human trafficking, and other crimes, would have their assets seized

by the US Government and turned over to the US Treasury.

Khazarian, they are fake jews, they are Satanists, they are being

taken out of commission be the white hat’s. They are panicking so

bad finally they are loosing their strangling grip on humanity.
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Khararians are Jews. Khararia came about well after the Jews killed

Christ. Calling them Khararians is deceitful and deceptive and anti-

Christ. Read the book of John. John refers to them as Jews.

The Federal Reserve (NWO) and the US Treasury are two different

things if I’m not mistaken.

Federal Reserve bank notes no longer exist. NESARA then GESARA

and global currency reset will be announced in fine tuning. Then

EBS.

Biden and his cronies are in charge of the United States of America

TREASURY. That corporation NO LONGER exists, so it will be held

in the treasury fund of WE THE PEOPLE, whatever they call it.

Biden and crew only have access to treasury of the dissolved

corporation because MSM who seated Biden as president SAYS he

does. Lots of what we are hearing about the Congress is to WAKE

SHEEPLE up. God has told the prophets that all of their actions will

be REVERSED including their most recent pork barrel budget; that

ALL the duly elected individuals will be restored to their rightfully

won positions throughout ALL elections in governments throughout

the country will be restored, and when God is through, there won’t be

ANY of our Congress still mocking Almighty God!

Amen! Almost all of our present Congress are criminals and will be

tried. Our elections have been stolen for years but God is going to

straighten out all of this mess and take out the criminals.

yes and the 88 Muslims in Congress need to be sent back to their

refugee home countries.. we don’t need more squad infiltrators in

America,… all were CHEATED into office.

The Biden treasury (the one you hear about on the MSM) will NOT

be getting any of this money to waste. Patriots will make SURE of

that. The Deep State has been defunded and cancelled!
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The ds is the federal reserve. The U. S. Treasury has not been used

for nearly a hundred years, is my understanding.

I read somewhere that the assets of Walmart have been seized for

being involved in child trafficking. Like selling a single ‘shoe’ for

$5,000 on their website.

Many of the Walmarts that have been closed in the past have been

turned into internment facilities possibly under FEMA control.

I’ve seen reports that Walmart is closing hundreds of its stores

worldwide, blaming it on shoplifting. Forced by White Hats?

It hasn’t happened here in lincoln nebraska yet. I wonder if it is

happening to the one’s that have under ground tunnels, the white

hat’s are destroying the tunnels and saving the children.

Most are located near interstate highways. Quick in and out with the

trafficked kids.

Oh, how I hope that is true!! I was really looking for a news item that

would indicate that had happened!

I hope so. I’ve seen their ads. I do my own research and never ask

anyone for proof.

Yes, read Derek Johnson’s work. He’s on Telegram and Truth Social.

Also he’s worked all the EO’s and both Military and Constitutional

law out on thedocumentsdotinfo.

We need a citizen patriot in Chapaquadyck to go by Hillaritie’s house

and give us a report.

My understanding is all their assets are seized. Some funds to be

used to help victims of child abuse.

Their tribunals confiscate all their assets it’s just the way it goes you

don’t hear about any of this stuff because how secretive it is they’re

all in the military required and sign waivers and disclosure
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The millitary can’t revil thing until they are don’t with the mission.

Because the bad guy’s would know what their doing, we would never

get to the end of clown show if the enemy knew what the white hat’s

were doing.

Please learn to punctuate; it does make a difference in clarity and

understanding for the reader.

I THINK if they are convicted of Treason or Crimes Against

Humanity, ALL of their assets are seized and go to the government!

When Trump is reseated as President, it will go to offer assistance to

those who are still survivors who have medical conditions that need

treatment PROBABLY. In ANY EVENT, the traitors who profited

from their misdeeds will NOT profit!

I would drop it off at GITMO, or Berger and Eric Smith’s office. They

have been complaining their budget to fight this is skimpy. Seems

like they want to do it slower maybe so they need a lot of stuff to run

the GITMO if they want to store cadavers in ice and keep prisoners

alive for a long time, and have all those trials, discovery of

evidence…..

To All of those who committed TREASON, CRIMES AGAINST

HUMANITY and SEDITION will have ALL of their valuables,

EVERTHING gets confiscated and none of their family members

regardless of Wills or Trust will have access to it. This will be shared

back to the people.

The criminals must give up their I’ll gotten gains. Basically, they

forfeit everything .Rhe Govt gets it and knowing Trump, it will be

given to affected families.

I believe Q mentioned that their profits from ill gotten gains would

be stripped from them and returned to the people.

I hope they go back and strip NoName McStain’s fortune from his

family as well as all the Bushes’ money.
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Well, I believe one of the Executive Orders that President Trump

signed, called for those who commit Crimes Against Humanity and

Treason, will lose all their money and belongings. And, I think it will

go into the pot, which will help fund NESARA.

All assets are being confiscated, Vatican plunder, British monarchy

plunder, all monarchies plunder, DC Corporation plunder, traitor

assets, child predator assets, human trafficking assets, medical

genocide assets, already adding up into the hundreds of quadrillions

of dollars. (hundreds of thousands of trillions)

When this war is won and the dust settles, it will be divided up with

all the world from which it was stolen. Hunger, wars, slavery, exteme

poverty will end. We Americans will probably get back every dollar

we paid in unlawful income taxes, plus more.

That is one of the all-time pipe dreams. I hope you are right, but I

fear you are wrong as hell.

It sounds like you are waking up,but you have a little ways to go.im

on SSI and I got that letter that restored republic was talking about,

the money that I will get in January is not a cost of living raise, it is

Nesra.it is happening, believe it. Nesra is not just about money, it’s a

whole new system that is not corrupt, everything is going to change

in the Nesra system for the better of the world. This is what Trump

has been working on.

your hatred and jealousy of Mike Baxter is so easy to see !

Last edited 8 hours ago by Wildcat

Just to reduce the light. We have figured that out. Lower dimensional

frequencies don’t resonate with me any longer. Remember Bill is not

real.

JB is suffering from acute MBDS (Michael Baxter Derangement

Syndrome) the equivalent of TDS aka, Trump Derangement

Syndrome. Michael is living rent free in JB’s head.
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I’ve spent time living there rent-free as well. It’s quite spacious and

rather pleasant, except for the voices which never stop trying to tell J

Bill what to do…

Make that the entire world. Bill Gates, The WEF, the NWO, the

Vatican and the Rothschilds wants us all depopulated to

500,000,000, remember? Satan hates fertility unless it is to kill, God

and people love fertility because we want to live. Gates went to Africa

and India to sterilize women so they could no reproduce any more

children, he said tat in his TED talk. Filthy bastard.
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When evil has been defeated and these criminals are made to pay for

their crimes.

Things will get better soon now that the Central Banks no longer

control the world economy. Fiat currency has been replaced with

gold backed currency in most countries and there will be a level

playing field for all currencies, as Trump predicted years ago.

 
Banks are switching over to a QFS system and employees have

verified it.

 
This will be accompanied by the rollout of NESARA/GESARA in the

next month or so. The Special Ops forces completed their main

missions six months ago but arrests will continue. In the meantime,
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the military is still in control and Trump is still de facto president.

The US Corporation is bankrupted and DC is vacant. Government

departments are being relocated to different parts of the country. FBI

headquarters is under construction in Huntsville, Alabama.

 
Returning America to a Constitutional Republic and replacing Fiat

currency with gold backed currency takes time, and that’s why it’s

taking so long.

I Googled the FBI Headquarters, Huntsville, Alabama. David, that is

going to be one huge complex, and it is undergoing construction, as

you have pointed out. Wray was there for the groundbreaking, but I

assume he can be dispensed with, at the right time. This is why all of

the FBI “Headquarters” in DC is boarded up?

He will be dispensed with (most likely TRIED by the tribunals if he is

NOT a part of the MOVIE as a White Hat playing a corrupt part!)

Thats too bad , the FBI should be ELIMINATED , VANQUISHED

,….ENTIRELY. The USDOJ should be ENTIRELY GUTTED, the US

Government bureaucracy should be ENTIRELY GUTTED as well.

As long as the Deep State is still around nothing will move forward as

far as NESARA/GESARA goes, just my opinion.

Immunity from MURDER. ?

 
Have you NO MORALITY ?

 
DO you NOT KNOW THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN RIGHT AND

WRONG ?

SO HE THOUGHT THAT HE GOT AWAY WITH IT…

 
WELL HE THOUGHT WRONG….

I’m blown away by the “entitlement” excuses. Every species on this

planet eliminates, quickly, the unstable amongst their groups.

Humans aren’t the brightest bulb in the house, eh?

“I was supposed to have immunity,” Hahn crowed.

The irony…
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I guess the vax deal didn’t work for him..

He gets a JAB around the neck

 
or is it the jerk?

You mean the idiot’s The Biden regime hired are not the brightest

bulbs in the box.

 
That’s what Biden wanted .he couldn’t have any one smarter than

him runing thing.

A lot of these traitors are using excuses along these lines: I was just

following orders, etc. It DIDN’T work at their military tribunals, and

I don’t think that God will buy it EITHER!

how was the ” im taking orders excuse” any different than the ” i was

given bad advice from the satanists excuse”

These dummies with all these excuses never thought about the

consequences of their actions, they only saw the money, and they

believed the fantasy that they will never be accountable for their

actions. They really believed that Satan would protect them.WHAT A

BIG SURPRISE, they got a rope for their loyalty.

Granted by whom????? Someone forgot to send him the memo that

WE THE PEOPLE have taken our country back.

I guess he didn’t realize that his immunity is with the US

corporation, not the Constitutional US.

I wonder what value these characters still have for the deep state, if

any…seems almost like putting an alarm on your home the day after

it was burglarized.

It sounds like it’s truly time for some Nuremberg style gatherings,

where several accused are brought together to face the ‘judge and

jury’ in one sitting.
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ya, Dr.’s and Nurses, and anyone that forced this jab on anyone else…

Employers, and even the jabbers “just doing their jobs”…Pharmacies

also, that knew the jab was not good, they knew because of the blank

inserts. Nuremberg style, definitely!!!

One pharmacist even told the guy at the drugstore looking to get the

shot that it didn’t work! This was on camera and she didn’t even now

it !! Went viral.

FUCK Nuremberg , GITMO and TRIBUNALS before US Military

courts seem to be working out, but WE will know for sure when video

, and transcripts are released to the public in their entirety.

No need for the foul language sir. I stated Nuremberg “style”

gatherings, meaning tribunals involving several accused at one time,

ala Nuremberg. ‘Judge and jury’ in single quotes refers to the JAG

prosecutor and the typical three officer tribunal panel. This approach

for the large numbers of defendants it sounds like they are dealing

with might be warranted in the interest of expediency … I expect

those involved have a plan.

“AG said Hahn was part of a broad conspiracy to deceive President

Trump into believing Covid vaccines were harmless, prompting him

to launch Operation Warp Speed, a program whereby the FDA

loosened—or abolished—vaccine administration protocols. On

December 18, 2020, Hahn personally granted emergence-use

authorization for Moderna’s shot. JAG said Hahn moved forward

with the EUA despite having concrete proof that the vaccine had

killed or gravely sickened Phase I and Phase II trial participants,

some of whom died suddenly after getting a single vaccination.”

MISCONDUCT STRIP LIABILITY! TAKE THEM ALL DOWN,

AERICA!!

Explosive report. Proof Trump was lied to and we were lied to.

THANK YOU, MICHAEL! Please keep us updated.
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Lied to…??? More like ‘BrainWashed’ into…

We Annons knew it was a scam from the beginning – posted

everything exposing their lies… BUT BUT BUT they LABELED us

and censured us and had Big Tech lock us out of our accounts –

censorship!!!

And DJT went along for the ride, BROAD CONSPIRACY, sounds

more like a WHOLE LOT OF BULLSHIT.

BROAD CONSPIRACY, yeah well the mRNA vaccines had started

human trials starting with 200,000 thousand HUMAN BEINGS in

2013. As of the beginning of early Fall ,2022 only five humans were

still alive that were part of the mRNA 200,000 , ONLY FIVE

PEOPLE HAVE SURVIVED as of the Fall 2022. DJT has some

explaining to do , SERIOUS EXPLAINING.

Even if it’s ignorance they are dangerous and need to lose any job

they had involved with medicine. They probably should spend their

lives writing to undo the damage explaining how they got ignorant.

The evil one’s just have to go to the next life unless someone can

afford to feed and keep the, locked up.

Honestly, I hope these stories are true. It’s up to the Lord if we will

become a democratic republic again, have just and freedom. All we

can do is pray, watch and be careful what you say and do or the bad

guys will arrest conservatives and Christians.

Hoping them to be true, if they are not, is futile & won’t make them

come true. If they are true they are true. Nothing can change that. If

they are false they are false & nothing can change that. So don’t waste

your time “hoping” if you don’t know. It’s a total waste of energy.

Most of them are true, like the tribunals. But the military is also

planting disinformation to confuse the enemy. It was reported

elsewhere that the attack on Gitmo is a fake story, and I’m guessing
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the stories about disagreements between military and Trump are

fake in order to make the white hats appear weak ( a Sun Tzu

strategy).

I believe that MB has a finite number of contacts privy to “whitehat

intel” that feed him information which he relates to his readers with

a most earnest effort. However, knowing that “disinformation is

necessary”, every story here must be considered “grey-box

information”; I would assume that the writer, himself sees the intel

he writes about in the same way. Am I wrong, MB?

Last edited 9 hours ago by Ian Mmkay

Tough to edit your text on this site when the text disappears while in

edit mode; just wanted to replace the word, “story” with the word,

 
“article”.

I don’t think the Gitmo attack is a fake story. But yes, the rest … and

i’m aware that even good military are at different points of waking

up. ET stuff … some know a painful lot, others perhaps less …

Sounded sort of fake though I am sure the place is under potential

attack at all times

Some of what you say maybe true or valid but your assumptions as to

why are very weak and questionable.

Yes, your right ,and these dummies fall for it every time. I guess I’m

one of the dummies .I’m glad you pointed that out. I have heard

about sun zu .

Yes, 5th Generation Information Warfare that we are in. That

warfare is against Fake News/MSM/Legacy Lying Media.

These ARE true, we just don’t know what the other tribunals are

doing. We are a Constitutional Republic – not a democratic

republic… BIG Difference.

 
The Lord has already judged these evil beings – we just made the
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arrangements…

Pray & Praise the Lord for he is Good. He is the Life & the Light & the

way to be with him.

 
It is time WE ALL FIGHT BACK!!!

 
This is our land, our home that God gave us to live in peace &

harmony.

Grave men, near death, who see with blinding sight

 
Blind eyes could blaze like meteors and be gay,

 
Rage, rage against the dying of the light.

The List goes on & on & on & on…..

 
They will all hang

 
Walking down the hangmans lane.

Sorry that certain song/beat just entered my head….lol

 
That list trickles down into every state governor & health dept…

Yep! State and local health Depts. Also, the large health facilities

(Hospital orgs), even ad agencies, radio, TV and billboards.

There might have to be more than one crook/killer hanged per day. It

only takes about 7 minutes from the rope around the neck to the

mortuary. These people had no regard or concern for we that pay the

vig. Let’s unload our burden!

That assumes we’re being told about everything that is happening by

RRN. Baxter has one source in Gitmo, but we’ve already heard about

executions on Guam and other places. To me Gitmo seems primarily

for high level federal US targets, but it’s a global problem and a deep

problem. And an old problem. Unless this is another half measure,

we should be looking at…hundreds of thousands of people? Maybe

millions? Too many for Gitmo.

Tierra del Fuego? A while back I heard that it is where the Hollywood

types are sent.
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Holly weird has a lot of EVIL types , ellen degenerate, Oprah, Alex

Baldwin,Samuel Jackson, will smith, and so forth..

 
String them ALL up !

An earlier article said that Tierra del Fuego has a prison but no

courtroom, so it is just a holding facility, which probably means the

execution takes place where the tribunal is held.

Jurisdiction of the tribunals most likely depends on wherever their

crimes were committed. But then, the MILITARY is in charge, so it

will be wherever they WANT it to be!

Take the fema camps from fema. Plenty of room there. Plastic coffins

in behind and everything….all ready for DS scum, as it was supposed

to be ready for y’all.

When talk of the sealed indictments started, I read an article stating

there were 500,000 sealed envelopes and each contained 9

indictments. Since that article I have read articles some saying less

and some saying more and some saying more were added.

 
Named tribunal locations I have found:Tierra del Fuego(tip of S.A.),

Diego Garcia(said to be more secretive than Gitmo, in Indian Ocean),

Guam, Gitmo, D.C. (foreign soil), & Antarctica. The last 3 being the

main ones. I’ve read of other locations, but names & locations were

left out. I did read an article about Obama and Michael were

executed at one of 2 Iceland locations.

 
I also read tribunals had to be held on foreign soil. Then I read Guam

was a territory of the U.S. A previous article I read stated that Debra

Birx was executed on Guam by lethal injection. It’s all confusing.

Indeed. Hopefully we live long, happy lives so we have time to sort all

of it out before we die.

1 5th of the population of the world is these evil bloodlines, 1 5th is

like a half a billion people, plus all the idiot’s that were helping

them.ya,alot of people. They must be eliminating alot more than

what they are saying.
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120 days for a new president election after this is over.

10 USC 254: Proclamation to disperse Text contains those laws in

effect on December 29, 2022

 
From Title 10-ARMED FORCESSubtitle A-General Military

LawPART I-ORGANIZATION AND GENERAL MILITARY

POWERSCHAPTER 13-INSURRECTION

if we end the life’s of 30 of them a minute operating 24 hours a day.

 
in 120 days we will have taken out

 
5,184,000 of them their traitors.

and know you know this is going to take some time.

I think God’s Angel Army may ALSO remove some, and then SOME

will be removing THEMSELVES!

Ezekiel 37

 
New International Version

 
The Valley of Dry Bones

 
37 The hand of the Lord was on me, and he brought me out by the

Spirit of the Lord and set me in the middle of a valley; it was full of

bones. 2 He led me back and forth among them, and I saw a great

many bones on the floor of the valley, bones that were very dry. 3 He

asked me, “Son of man, can these bones live?”

I said, “Sovereign Lord, you alone know.”

4 Then he said to me, “Prophesy to these bones and say to them, ‘Dry

bones, hear the word of the Lord! 5 This is what the Sovereign Lord

says to these bones: I will make breath[a] enter you, and you will

come to life. 6 I will attach tendons to you and make flesh come upon

you and cover you with skin; I will put breath in you, and you will

come to life. Then you will know that I am the Lord.’”

7 So I prophesied as I was commanded. And as I was prophesying,

there was a noise, a rattling sound, and the bones came together,

bone to bone. 8 I looked, and tendons and flesh appeared on them
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and skin covered them, but there was no breath in them.

9 Then he said to me, “Prophesy to the breath; prophesy, son of man,

and say to it, ‘This is what the Sovereign Lord says: Come, breath,

from the four winds and breathe into these slain, that they may live.’”

10 So I prophesied as he commanded me, and breath entered them;

they came to life and stood up on their feet—a vast army.

11 Then he said to me: “Son of man, these bones are the people of

Israel. They say, ‘Our bones are dried up and our hope is gone; we

are cut off.’ 12 Therefore prophesy and say to them: ‘This is what the

Sovereign Lord says: My people, I am going to open your graves and

bring you up from them; I will bring you back to the land of Israel. 13

Then you, my people, will know that I am the Lord, when I open your

graves and bring you up from them. 14 I will put my Spirit in you and

you will live, and I will settle you in your own land. Then you will

know that I the Lord have spoken, and I have done it, declares the

Lord.’”

President Trump.

 
This is where you will find The ARMY of Loyalists

You know the Drill.

 
https etc

bad-boys.us/

The Free Federal criminal database

Map of Total Cases by State.

 
People this is the Data Base .

Have fun searching this

Share it to all

It must be going on 24/7 then just the evil bloodlines alone is 1 5th of

the earth’s population. That is 1/2 a billion then add to that all the

people that were payed off to help them.this could go on for a long
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time. At least they are getting them out of society so they won’t be a

danger to humanity

I am so glad to hear this! Thank you, Michael for all you do to keep

us informed. May the most high God bless you and expand your

reach!

Shocking~ but true. Imagine that, he was told he was supposed to

have immunity. Sorry pal~ NO ONE gets immunity from evil.

Down votes on this statement?? That’s a bit odd~ good thing I don’t

take such things personally….riiiight! =)

ALL of these assholes are told they have immunity as they are

handed their cash payoffs and ill-gotten gains. This is all part of the

CRIME

They have been having immunity from evil for years and throwing it

in our faces —

 
the ones who stole the elections,

 
the ones who refused to hear the 2020 steal in the courts,

 
the journalists who lied about Trump winning and called him a liar

for it even to this day,

 
the ones who have been lying about the jabs and force us to take

them even while having surgery or giving birth without our

permission,

 
the politicians who blackmail and threaten each other not to support

Trump or else,

 
The LGBTQ people who demonize us for protecting our kids from

sexual deviancy at kindergarten age ad force the teens to transition

with puberty blockers and surgeries,

 
the ones who steal our money for our survival and our babies’

survival and send to stimulus money to incarcerated criminals while

people need it for their homes and apartments,

 
The ones who corrupt justice so we don’t get our victories,

 
the ones who still steal our money and send it to the Ukraine with the
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LGBTQ-loving Rothschilian Assof dictator who stole our flag,

the ones who keep pushing for decriminalization of sex crimes

against children — they have been getting away with immunity from

evil for DECADES and they are not stopping.

The most important thing is that they are removed from having

benefited from their traitorous, nefarious, deadly acts and

conspiracies and can’t harm a single person again! Even if they

commit suicide or are executed, they will STILL have Almighty God

to answer to for what they have done on judgment day!

It’s NOT just about being ” removed from having benefited from

their CRIMES ” IT IS ABOUT PUNISHMENT. God will get his

chance, but in the mean time we/humanity have to deal with this shit

so we/humanity do our righteous bidding FIRST.

I am so sorry, Honey. Prayers. We all have hopes & fears for our

family members who took these **** shots.

God has promised in II Chronicles if people will humble themselves,

repent and turn from their evil ways, God will hear our prayers and

heal our land! Prophets have said that God is going to FIX the

damage done by the vaccines for those who do this.

Repenting for one’s sins is one thing, that is a private thing between

the believer and God in the prayer closet and once God forgives, it’s a

done deal. God truly forgives.

 
But harsh, severe, active justice on our parts justice needs to be done

against these traitors and it cannot happen fast enough. We must be

active and not passive as we all gather together to clean up this mess.

We are doing this for the kids. One other member on this site is

pissed of that his whole family that has been voting for 50 years and

were patriotic haven’t seen any justice yet since the 2020 steal and

that was over 26 months ago? They are PISSED!
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THIS SONOFABITCH HAHNLIED TO TRUMP AND EVRYONEO

ELSE AND HE HAS TRUCKLOADS OF BLOOD ON HIS HANDS

FIOR IT!! HANG HIM!!

I’m so very sorry, Daniel. Losing two siblings under such evil

circumstances must have been especially painful. Again, I’m so

sorry!!

So sorry to hear that. I begged my Mom and sisters and family not to

do anything the marxist federal government was mandating.

2 brother’s

 
Family is so important I feel for you.im so sorry you lost your

Brother’s.

 
It kills me, I’m having a fit everytime I hear my family members say

“I got boosted” I just feel like ripping my heir out.i have told them

about the jab,I am waiting for them to die.it’s like a ticking time

bomb. Most of my family got vexed. There’s some of them that keep

getting sick .if they don’t hear it on MSM that the jab is poisonous,

then they think I’m crazy for saying that it is.i just have to leave it all

in Yahuwah’s hand’s .that’s all I can do is pray, and hope for the best.

I know one thing,when it finally comes out about these poisonous

jabs There’s going to be alot of people freaking out in fear .

Was anyone working for the Trump administration not a back-

stabbing rat? I sure hope he screens his staff better in 2024.

Remember, nearly the whole of Washington has been infested … I

work with the premise that nothing happens by accident, I just have

to figure out the reason, and I figure there’s a reason for every move

of Trump even if we don’t see or it seems foolish at the time.

BE prepared because those reasons may not be valid , not good and

maybe down right criminal, but those reasons must be answered to,

ABSOLUTELY.
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Too many back-stabbing rats and satanic minions seeking worldly

things. Not many upright and righteous to choose from! At least God

is exposing ALL of them. We will start with a clean slate.

That past reality needs to be looked into and answered to before ,

long before there is a 2024 for DJT , NOT BUYING THE BROAD

CONSPIRACY BS.

I thought they were going to procecute these monsters in-Absentia.

Procecute,sentance them put warrants on them. put pic if available

on flyers to post office and local sheriffs.

 
I’m not talking about the higher up but doctors ,nurses, lawyers,

health officials, congressional and state, representatives senators all

the fucks who profited from the racketeering scheme.. Sack this shit

up, open the eye of the sleeping sheep. Broadcast it on the

EAS/EBS….

The enemy still controls all the communication satellites, all the

FAKE Newsmedia. Once those are neutralized, then EBS the hell out

of them.

Didn’t we take control of a communications center in the mountains

in a previous RRN article? The White Hats won it.

Agreed, try them in-Absentia, covict them and give them the death

penalty. Once the military arrests them and quick bullet behind the

ear will solve the problem of waiting weeks to hear about trials and

executions.

Each and every person who pushed the vaccination against the will of

the people should be held accountable too the highest level of

justice..

YES , ALL PUBLIC OFFICIALS , GOV. BUREAUCRATS ,

TECHNOCRATS ,and ALL of LAW ENFORCEMENT , they are ALL

criminal conspirators to ACTS OF TERRORISM , TREASON and

CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY, doctors, nurses, pharmacists ,
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medical techs, etc. , are at the bottom, very bottom, they are carrying

out the MANDATES , ORDERS of the PUBLIC OFFICIALS (

POLITICIANS etc.), GOV. BUREAUCRATS , TECHNOCRATS and

ALL of LAW ENFORCEMENT

80 doctors in Canada died from the booster. Look it up. Pushed it on

others

 
and then killed themselves by taking it. Dead doctors don’t lie.

And I have a friend that still believes all of the lies & just got his 4th

booster & only wants to be with other vaccinated people only.

Problem is he has no idea that the hospitals are all loaded with only

sick vaccinated people?!!

Tell your friend to do research on the internet, perhaps this will open

his/her eyes. I too have friends like that who are just dumb down by

listening to the news media.

I gave a computer to my friend and was willing to teach her how to

use it so she can inform herself of what is going on. She was not

interested and took the computer and put it in a corner and told me

to come and pick it up because it was in her way. I told her to give it

away or throw it out, and ever since I stop talking to her.

As of now I no longer talk to people who are brainwashed, I just

mind my own business and I do my best to stay away from these

vaccinated morons. I hear they are shedding and are contaminating

the un-vaccinated. I see these brainwashed idiots walking around

with face diapers or driving in cars by themselves wearing this mask.

It boggles my mind how stupid people are brainwashed by the

corrupted news media.

I volunteer at our church monthly giving out food(Food Bank &

USDA) to the needy. Since C-19 BS, it has turned into “drive

through” & we have to walk the line of vehicles to get their

information before they get their food. We have to keep strict records
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because USDA involved. A few months back, one guy asked me if I

was vaccinated. I told him no. Since that day, that man has not

returned, before that, he was a regular.

Sounds to me this man is brainwashed and not too smart, he was

lucky to find someone such as you with a good heart, un-vaccinated

to give him food.

Sorry about your friend. Turns out their pride matters more than the

truth that can save their lives. You really have a generous heart.

Don’t feel bad.

After the 4th BOOSTER , it’s too fucking late, it would be tantamount

to rubbing salt in a wound, just be their Friend and when and if

things turn for the worse just be there for them if you can. That is all

you can do once people have gone that far into the vaxx and

boostering . Possibly some countermeasures and work -a – rounds

may be in the offing, WE CAN HOPE.

Yes, ‘shedding’ is real. I got Covid from hanging out with a friend

who was jabbed 4 times and boosted. My cousin & her husband in

Tennessee got it from hanging out with their vaxxed neighbors. Just

met a woman here in Palm Springs, CA who also got it from

‘shedding’. Take your supplements to keep your immune system

strong!

I know,you just feel like throwing up because they won’t listen, and

you know the next booster could kill them.it is aggravating knowing

the truth,and they refuse to even look at the info.what can you

do,they are making their choices.

I wonder if Hahn chose not to take the money, there would be some

negative action taken against him. Putting him between a rock and a

hard place. But he had to know what kind of crowd he was dealing

with when he took the job.
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No one winds up in that particular position with the FDA by

accident.

Last edited 10 hours ago by Tracy Reinert

The village IDIOT knows what Biden has been like from all the years

he served in the Congress: lies he told, shady deal, whose VP he was,

etc. The old adage about lieing down with dogs and getting up with

fleas holds true here!

EXACTLY , HE was appointed to that position because he was

owned, corrupt and he was bound , EXPECTED to be a CRIMINAL

CONSPIRATOR.

I doubt this POS had a hard time accepting blood money. If he was a

decent human being he would have said No! and be honest with

President Trump, I am sure President Trump would have protected

him. I hope this POS hangs for his crimes against humanity and his

ill gotten wealth taken from him, his family does not deserve to live

in luxury on the lost lives of fools. All they had to do was research

and not allow themselves to be Lab Rats.

I don’t think he even CONSIDERED doing anything different! God

gave each of us a personal code of ethics. He KNEW he was lying to

people about the possible effects. CONSPIRING TRAITORS! And he

knew how bad what he was doing was, or he wouldn’t have had to be

assured he had immunity from his actions.

The lust for money spoke louder than the truth. Trump is a very

compassionate man if you’re in trouble, just be honest with him and

he will deal with the bad guys.

“I have immunity” – Our entire government thinks they can do

whatever they want with no consequences. Thank you JAG.

They didn’t know the World was under Marshal Law, by the time the

Jabs rolled out.
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They are ALL in for a RUDE awakening. Hope the AWAKENING is

harsh enough and LOUD enough that NO ONE will even entertain

planning or doing a thing like this for a good long time!

And when they get to gitmo they are surprised to hear the truth.all of

them say “you can’t do this to me I have

 
Immunity ” and JAG says “not here you don’t ”

 
It’s amassing to me they think someone coming to save them,the

only one the attempted to save is Pelosi.

Thank you for this important article, Michael! How do we stop these

blue states from still forcing these shot mandates on college

students?!?

How to stop these mandates? It’s easy, do not comply. And if parents

are paying a lot of $$$ to these colleges then they should have the

upper hand. If that does not work then take your son/daughter of

these indoctrinated camps.

MANDATES are NOT LAW and NOT enforceable by LAW, so why

people complied with the MANDATES I do not know.

It’s up to each of the persons to REFUSE! We are Americans,

protected by a Constitution being defended by a military. STAND

and REFUSE! If you are a college student, QUIT college if they

demand you do what is not good for you!

Don’t play. Take a leave of absence until the mandates are over and

earn some money…or find a skilled trade or internship. Some factory

and skilled jobs pay the same or even more than jobs for recent

grads…work your way up through the ranks and earn for those four

years instead of taking on debt. My husband never finished high

school, but he works among college grads.

One by one the “mighty” fall…… too bad for him that immunity

doesn’t cover crimes against humanity…..and treason
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The MIGHTY don’t always fall! It is the EVIL mighty who think that

they are equal to God that fall!

Hahn still doesn’t feel remorse for his evil, just betrayed and

disappointed he cannot spend the $4 million.

 
I wonder why his head appears to have rubber cosmetics applied

near the temples … or perhaps a skull cap that wrinkles over the top

of his head to disguise something….

4.9 MILLION DOLLARS, TAX FREE, ILL-GOTTEN GAINS. AND

WE KNOW THERE IS COMPLICITY WITH THE IRS, and

suspiciously NO ONE IS TALKING ABOUT THIS, JUST WHY IS

THAT?

Except for Soros and Klaus and Kissinger. They still get away with

crap against the people.

Seems like hospitals might be a bad place to check into in the current

political climate, with Governors deliberately murdering our elderly.

Since they seem to be laying off nurses by the thousands, maybe US

hospitals have become centers of death & euthanasia, instead of

centers of healing & repair. Funeral parlors are receiving more dead

than they can handle. Is that what these Communist Democrats, the

Biden Regime, have in store for us?

Hundreds of thousands of nurses worldwide are quitting, refusing

the “deadly JABs”, refusing the lying, refusing the inhumanity to

others. Rumored that many nurses and doctors, remembering their

Hippocratic Oaths to “first do no harm”, are quietly giving placebos,

and destroying the “deadly JABs”. Do not give clot-shots to your

innocent children.

Caveat Emptor, Buyer Beware

 
The deadly JAB (vaccine), all 4 variants probably manufactured in

US Bio-Warfare labs in Ukraine destroyed by Putin, was the Gates-

Fauci-Schwab bioweapon, not the influenza flu (coronavirus) that

they called COVID. People should be very cautious from now on with
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seasonal flu “vaccine”, all vaccines, that these enemies of humanity

might deviously slip you the deadly JAB instead. Just say NO to Big

Pharma drugs. Do not trust hospitals, nursing homes, public schools

at all.

Here where I live, two HUGE hospital corps have grown

exponentially, since after 9/11. Where are they getting all this money

from? I know, Big Pharma. I bet that’s 70-80% of hospitals and

doctors incomes from pharma kickbacks. Agree, they are no longer in

the healing business.

All those deaths they claimed were C-19, which was just about every

death that happened, they got thousands of $$ for. Plus, all the

healthy people they intubated & gave Remdesivir shots to that died.

Read they got bigger pay offs for those.

 
It’s truly sad. The people you expect to protect you are the worst ones

because of your blind faith in them. Because of the positions they

hold, they were in the right spots to do the most damage for the

Cabal.

Medicine used to be respected for healing and repairing and giving

birth. Was always a fan of Discovery Channel’s medical shows. Now

people have to stay home sick and hurt to stay alive and not be

forced-jabbed, because now doctors will not even take emergency

trauma care patients or pregnant women in the ER or trauma ward if

they haven’t been vaccinated.

 
One man died of cardiac arrest even with an LEO literally ordering

them to take him in, and the ER staff blew him off and refused.

 
In another country, a pregnant woman was forced to take the jab or

she could not get the C- section she needed, and would be forced to

give birth in the streets. She the took the jab and now her newborn

has seizures.

 
Even the dentists won’t see you for emergency care in teh clinic or

the ER. They can’t be bothered unless you have $20,000.00 for
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implants or $70,000 for crowns and veneers. Sorry, we are not all

rich like Hunter Biden who can afford expensive dental care due to

meth use.

And worse. In the UK, the ambulance workers and nurses are on

strike, meaning nobody in an emergency situation can get to a

hospital unless a friend or family member drives them tree, or to an

Urgent-care clinic. They said be careful and don’t engage in

aggressive activity. DUH, we know that, but you can’t stop people

from having seizures and heart attacks and pregnant women going

int labor and car accidents and shootings and rapes and burn

victims. Those emergencies cannot be put on hold for a strike. and

that’s all because the paramedics and the nurses want better pay, and

Rishi Sunak isn’t forking up a raise because he refuses to jack up

inflation, and everybody in Britain, just like here in America, have to

choose between a warm home and food on the table.

 
THAT’S A DAMNED SHAME.

At this stage of the game if a person still gets a flu shot it’s beyond

stupid.

I get what you are saying but understand the information on what is

really going on is NOT getting out there. Many people are NOT

stupid they are ignorant of the information that is available. There is

a difference between stupidity and ignorance , learn the difference.

Just like with paranoia and vigilance, you need to learn the

difference. I realize you may know these differences but many folks

do not, this is the reasoning for my detailing these realities in this

post, I am not necessarily directing this to you, but this has to be

brought out for other folks to understand. Take Care

That’s where I am concerned. I’m one of the elderly who has health

issues, did not take any shots but where can I go for health issues,

like COPD. Do we have good people in hospitals anymore. I’m in
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Maine, the governor is back again and she pushes the vaccine and

drag queens in schools. I don’t know what to do. A normie waking

up. God help us.

Whatever you do avoid Big P, doctors and hospitals. My elderly dad

was a bit of a drunk and fell and hit his head at a drunken party at

my aunt’s last summer. He had to spend a bout a week in the hospital

and his head took a heavy blow. My only plan was getting him the

hell out of there so I could start his rehab at home. Which I did, and

now he’s fine again and doesn’t drink anymore. My mom is fine too.

Luckily I’ve been able to destroy their trust in medicine, the

government and the media. That’s step one. Step two is supplements,

hydration, turning the TV off and getting as much exercise as

possible.

 
Sadly we’re not going to live forever, and I can’t help them with that.

Death is definitely on its way. Meanwhile we take care of each other.

What else can we do?

PS: As a former health worker, there are good people and bad people

everywhere. The problem is that they wear the same uniform, and at

least that in health care, like if made very difficult for good people.

You almost have to pretend to be evil and callous to survive, doing

good on the sly while hoping not to get noticed. That’s where I failed,

which is why I am a former health worker. Once goodness was

detected my days were numbered. But it’s better to be unemployed

than evil, so I’m fine with it.

Thanks for sharing your experience. The medical community is not

alone in committing evil against its workers and customers…. I’m

very happy for your freedom from hell on Earth.

Use herbs, that is what doctors used BEFORE all this pharmaceutical

crap.

 
There are herbs you can use as tea or capsules. You must have some

health

 
food stores in Maine. Look up herbs for your COPD.
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I have been to my dr once since this vaccine mess started. She asked

if I had the vaccine yet & if not, she could give me one. I told her

“NO” I have not & do not intend to. I stopped my quarterly visits &

they have called me, written me letters & offered me $50 gift cards to

come in. I told them I do not trust drs any longer & told them to give

their blood money gifts to someone else because my life was worth

more to me than any amount of their blood money bribes.

 
I went cold turkey on the meds they had me on and feel much better.

They had me on BP meds. After stopping those, my BP dropped to

green range. Guess high BP meds mean “keeps BP high”.

The quiet ones saving lives need the most love and protection. They

are risking everything they’ve worked for their whole lives.

There were many persons who promoted the Wuhan Flu fraud, the

worst false-flag operation ever perpetrated on mankind. Most of

these persons were employed by either our government or

companies paid by our government for services. These persons were

the cause of many deaths throughout the world; they should be held

accountable, with extreme prejudice.

I have little respect for the FDA, not just because they approved the

emergency use of the covid vaccines, but because of all of the

chemicals and harmful ingredients they allow in our foods.

YES!!! they poison us…they let the companies poison us with

chemicals and drugs that other countries BAN. Tell us that we are

gonna have to eat bugs and drink poop water, but its ok for states to

ban people from gathering rain water (which, anyways, is polluted

also)…the FDA is not protecting The People, it is poisoning us…also

by GMO’S and Hybrid fruits and vegtables. NOTHING we used to eat

that was healthy for us, is any good for us now. The apples I bought

this Christmas don’t have seeds…any fruit that carries the seed is

gone…I looked for “Red Delicious” apples (that my state use to grow

abundantly), everywhere in the grocery stores and none to be found.

Its a shame!!
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Take some seeds from your fruit and plant them in a plant pot in soil

and start to grow them. Just start small.

This type of stuff needs to be released to the public, instead of letting

more kids and adults get killed by boosters.

Trump was fooled because he thought he was helping the people. He

even took the first jab, and then still got covid later down the road.

I’m sure he never thought that there would be this much of an

infiltration of bad guys into the medical system.

 
People from making the vaccine to distributing and advertising had

to all be in on it.

 
That’s why I always found it hard to believe that so many people

where evil in the News industry.

 
People from the janitors, camera men to the actors being recorded all

had to be in on it.

 
I guess everybody is crazy for money these days.

Crazy, crazy world and at present it is only getting crazier by the day.

 
I still find it hard to believe that they are still able to push the

vaccines.

We can put a screeching halt to ALL of this! All we have to do is what

God told us to do in II Chronicles: Humble ourselves before the Lord;

Earnestly seek God; REPENT and turn from our EVIL WAYS! Then

God has promised to hear our prayers and heal our land! God has

told the prophets that we are to stand and declare that the One

World Government has FAILED and is falling and WE will stand

with God through Christ in FREEDOM.

Nothing in the media needs be true. They have been creating a false

reality there for as long as I can remember.

The vaccine jabs began 2 years ago … the toxins have a life-cycle of 4

years. So, prepare as millions of humans die driving on highways and

killing innocent motorists.
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IT was reported that from the 1st vaccine an individual has 3 to five

years to live. So take it from there. This being a DARPA program. It

all starts with DARPA and just gets worse from there, Big Pharma ,

WHO, CDC, NIH, ETC. , ETC..

It may be a long list, but we need to keep pounding and get as many

as we can of those bastards!

Here’s a Profound, but little-known Scripture: Ps 119:45. Declares

Walking in Freedom Depends on Seeking GOD’s Precepts Verse 45

Mr. Baxter, we hope that you continue to unpack the story of the

Gitmo Raid. While Hahn’s arrest was indespensible, ours is too big a

country to fight a revolution one traitor at a time. If time should not

permit stories, then bulletins will work. There must be much else for

us to learn and it is now time for more. wwg1wga

Why in Gods name have we not taken over MSN and tell everyone

the truth?! Everyday that goes by I feel less inclined to believe. They

say Patriots us logic. Okay than I have never worked out an at the

least reasonable reason this hasn’t happened. I know trust the plan. I

do. However that doesn’t mean don’t question when something is

glaring you in the face…

 
God Bless All Patriots.

Loud and clear, Kelly Ann. Keep banging that drum. Personally, I’d

settle for one single local TV station in a major market. Surround

with overwhelming force. Declare martial law in that one township of

that one county. Then mix real current events with the historical

corrections of the last 125 years. A geographical pinprick. A political

Niagara. wwg1wga

ABSOLUTELY SPOT – ON COMMENT. Taking down and taking

over the zionist- jew controlled , owned and operated msm should

have been PRIORITY ONE when DJT first entered the US

Presidency. DJT is CONFLICTED , he has DIVIDED LOYALTIES,

and this is a VERY SERIOUS PROBLEM, as EVERYONE SHOULD
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BE AWARE OF THIS VERY SERIOUS PROBLEM, and this

PROBLEM NEEDS TO BE RECTIFIED, in a VERY SERIOUS WAY

,and SOON.

Just like Judas sold Jesus out for 30 pieces of silver, this monster

sold out the American people for just under five million. Hang’ em

high & let freedom’s flag fly!

The NEW brand of traitor doesn’t have the decency to return the

silver and hang themselves. Not that sorry!

It sure is great to come to this site and read about these Arse-holes

getting arrested. Great to read Piglosi is out of the way. Michael’s

articles are the best in the nation to watch what is really going on in

the world. The articles are gaining traction by other truthers! Keep

up the great work Michael!

As much as I love President Trump, he knows the jab is deadly. I

dunno why he pretends not to. Everything is prewritten and

prophesied including his name.

Try this. badlands [dot] substack [dot] com/p/why-trump-pushed-

the-vax

 
Even if you don’t fully agree it may help.

Thanks for posting this link. I read the article. It helps me

understand. I hope others take the time to read it too.

I did and it made sense. We’re it not for OWS, we would still be

locked down for who knows how long. DJT admitted that his vaccine

was not the cure and came with risks, it was the only way to prevent

the DS version from being mandated. He kept his version optional.

This is why he can honestly say he saved millions of lives. He saved

the American people from being legally forced to get the death jab.

I have read their latest report of Dec. 28 titled What’s Taking So

Long and it is worth read. Blessings,
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I don’t think he actually has immunity, but he was lied to and told he

had immunity. The DS have no compassion even for their own

puppets, once they are done using someone, they often throw them

under the bus to get rid of them. No honor amongst these vipers!

Seems the little birds(detainees) either sing the immunity song or say

“I was only following orders” or “Barack’s going to call and order you

to release me”. To my knowledge, none of the above have worked for

them.

Remember Moderna CEO Bancel said he could not be held liable for

“coincidental injuries or fatalities” because the U.S. Food & Drug

Administration (FDA) had granted him immunity from prosecution

in matters involving the company’s products.

In my opinion, immunity can only come from God and he disdains

anything having to do with Moloch/Devil. Therefore, none of these

entities are immune to God’s wrath. Let the cleansing commence.

And pull these BIOWEAPONS off the shelves!! The military needs to

act now on this! Not one more civilian should be harmed!

Jennifer

 
Much of the Military is also bad. Or sold their soles.

Why do you think these jabs were released after Trump stepped aside

and let the deep state take the wheel.

Remember Wheels work they don’t require reinventing.

Romana Didulo is the only leader too call the jab a bio weapon and

work too awaken the World, from May 28th 2021.

Thes DS entities such as Big Pharma and the CDC, can seem

invulnerable and all powerful, perhaps even not to people who who

work for them. We know now they are not
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While bigpharma was given limited immunity by federal statute

under certain circumstances, there is a detestable piece of “professor-

made-law” called “Operational Function versus Discretionary

Function,” which boils down to the verbs used in statute directing the

work of public officials. When the statute is written with “magesterial

language,” such as “you shall,” then there is partial immunity for the

state and yet there is immunity for the public official if he has done

precisely as prescribed. This is “Operational Function.” When the

statute is written with “discretionary language,” such as “you may,”

then the public official has immunity for a wide variety of his own

actions, and, again, there is partial immunity for the state. And here

is a tidbit that ties into the Brunson complaint and Brunson SCOTUS

petition, no statute, state nor federal, can contravene the

constitutions of either the states nor the federal government.

Congress cannot claim immunity, nor can the individual members of

congress, nor can any courts claim immunity for actions which injure

any person’s legal rights so long as they are guaranteed

constitutionally. And a 12b6 affirmative defence will not hold since

mere procedure cannot contravene the supreme law of the land. Law

and courts can be simplified. There is no reason that either

legislators nor judges be lawyers and there is every good reason that

they NOT BE. After such simplification, everyone may be his own

“Pro Se.” See my Episode number 3.

Last edited 1 hour ago by WrongWayCorrigan

That’s the beauty (and in this case, detriment) of messenger RNA is

that it tells your DNA what to do and in many cases, it’s instructing

the body to generate all sorts of abnormalities based on your initial

genetic construct. Plausible deniability for all individuals and entities

involved- people die from heart inflammation, cancers, clots,

miscarriages, autoimmune issues, but never COVID. I also feel like

it’s been done to previous mandatory vaccines. I can’t help to think

that humans are supposed to live as long as we have in the bible, but

the vaccines cause mortality.
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Yes I also wondered about the seasonal flu shot as well. I haven’t had

any shot since the planed-demic started!

John [Johnny-boy], nothing to wonder about, don’t take flu vax,

fools move.

Recently seen many waiting outside mega pharmacy for flu shot,

majority senior citizens.

Buddy previously took booster, week later flu vax, it dam near killed

him.

They want us dead, Agenda 2030 is not a conspiracy.

Talked to my dad about that a while ago. We’re just being poisoned

six ways to Sunday in this society.

I knew even before it happened. I didn’t kill shot my patients.I left

the evil goop industry in 2021.

Every which way that is for certain. Air, water, food, jabs, big pharma

drugs, EMF, 5G, chemtrails. It’s a wonder we can walk around.

All the following shortens or ends our lifespan: bad(high)

frequencies, chemtrails, poisoned food supply, poisoned water, air, &

soil, Big Pharma, our own government.

 
This is just a fraction of the list, but you get the idea.

Řekl žravý podlézač jménem Stephen Hahn: 

 
„Zaplať mi dost a já způsobím strašnou škodu! 

 
Dáš mi co, abych 

 
vystřelil tu sraženinu?" 

 
Takže teď je řada na něm , aby farmu koupil!

Naposledy upravil Timotheos před 10 hodinami

 

 


